


HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
C# DEVELOPMENT 
FOR RICH-UI DATA-
BASE DEVELOPERS
State-of-the-art UIs

Built-in business features  
(Mail, DMS, CALDAV, IMAP and more)

Customizable-at-runtime-applications

100% Visual Studio/C# compatibility

For questions regarding TimeLine® Developer  
please contact Boris Gebauer at  
bgebauer@timeline.de

TimeLine® Developer is still in its initial development phase –  
information in this document is therefore subject to change.

Our beta programm for TimeLine® Developer will begin in the  
2nd half of 2017 – a first release is planned 6 months later.

DISCLAIMER



OVERVIEW
TimeLine® Developer (TLD) is a rapid application development frontend 
for Microsoft Visual Studio and C#.net. Developed specifically for rich-UI 
database applications, TimeLine® Developer boosts your productivity 
via graphical designers, code-generators and built-in business features. 
TimeLine® Developer created Applications feature state-of-the-art WPF/
HTML5-user interfaces and a professional usability with no extra coding.

Moreover, applications can be customized individually after the build  
allowing standard-software-developers to make customer specific 
modifications without sacrificing the possibility for later upgrades and 
without the need of a total rebuild.

More productivity:

5 integrated designers  
(WPF/HTML-UI, DataSet,  
SearchDef, Database, SQL)

dynamic binding engine in  
combination with:

data-aware-controls for  
automatic binding  
( just set properties)

code generators

Built-in business features:

WebServer

MailServer and client

DMSServer, 

CALDAVServer and calendar-control

encrypted client-server communi-
cation

support for offline-modules and 
sync

updater/migration-tool for the  
database (with up to 5 layers/
groups of SQLs)

import from Excel worksheets 
(typed) and also export from all the 
grids

Professional user-interfaces:

select between WPF and HTML5

pre-defined themes for  
state-of-the-art design

WPF controls that look and behave 
differently on touch interfaces by 
design (without having to redo the 
UI)

Customizable applications:

applications can be customized 
(e.g. add fields, tab pages, modules 
etc.) after the build-process.

SPEED UP 
YOUR EFFICIENCY



The principal idea behind TimeLine® Developer is to develop UI and DataSets 
without the need to code. The built-in data-binding engine allows binding via 
property-settings in combination with our suite of data-aware-controls.

In contrast to Microsoft‘s entities, development with TimeLine® Developer allows 
strong-typed access to fields and tables but still maintains extensibility even after 
the build-process (customizing framework) via integrated code generators.

Coding can be done in the integrated IDE that features intellisense or within Visual 
Studio: TimeLine® Developer automatically creates solution and project-files (.sln, 
.csproj) and thus functions like a rapid-development frontend for Microsoft‘s Visual 
Studio. We provide extensible coding-templates for the most frequently used 
scenarios (i.e. tabbed documents or response windows with ok/cancel buttons 
already in place). These templates can be modified or new ones can be added by 
the developer.

TimeLine® Developer combines the productivity similar to a 4GL with the flexibility 
and power of a 3GL like Visual Studio and C#.net.

All applications generated with TimeLine® Developer can run 2-tier or 3-tier 
alternatively and thus can be run over the web. Encryption, client-server-
communication, MAC and IP-filtering, user-logins and even offline-storage and 
synchronisation are all taken care of by the TimeLine® BusinessFramework - more 
time for you to focus on business logic and customer requirements.

NO NEED TO CODE



TimeLine® Developer ships with 
the following graphical designers:

DatabaseDesigner  
(incl. Designer for DBRepository)

SQLDesigner

DataSetDesigner

UIDesigner  
(XAML/ WPF)

ReportGenerator  
(List & Label)

DatabaseDesigner
Design and visualize your DB-structure via the DBDesigner.

Changes in the database can be executed directly or logged to ALTER TABLE SQLs to be run against 
the productive DB later. Possibility to generate IF EXISTS guarded statements, for multiple execution 
against the same DB.

You can add comments and extended properties to DB-fields and -tables and assign the default- 
control (e.g. textbox, checkbox, etc.) to each field for faster UI-design. The extended properties are 
saved in the DBrepository. You can also declare predefined values for combo-boxes.

Multi-language DB-repository: cecause the database structure (table names, field names, com-
ments) is stored in the DBRepository and can be translated, users and developers can see db  
objects presented in their native language.

THE DESIGNERS



DataSet- and SQLDesigner
The SQLDesigner allows to design SQLSelects quickly and efficiently via its graphic UI.

Joins between tables are generated automatically based on foreign keys or from information in the 
DB-repository.

The DataSetDesigner uses SQLSelects and combines them to a DataSet.

DataSet-definitions are stored in XML-files and can be extended at runtime - making customiza-
tions of the application possible.

DataSets define and contain the data structure for business objects as well as reports. The typed 
dataset code generator translates the XML-definition of the dataSet into a strong-typed dataset 
that you can use seamlessly when coding the business logic of your application.



Reportgenerator
The ReportGenerator allows to generate reports and statistics in a graphical designer.

Powerful formulas, multiple report-containers, barcodes, templates, native PDF export, etc. offer 
everything you need for the output management of your applications.

Reports can be changed at runtime - if needed.

WindowDesigner
The WindowDesigner allows you to create powerful UIs using WPF or HTML5.

(XAML-designer with control- and properties-panel)



(HTML5/XAML-Designer with opened datafield-panel: drag datafields from the dataset directly 
onto the XAML/HTML5-canvas!)

(switch between WYSIWYG Design-mode and XAML-editor)

You can either drag controls directly or drag 
datafields - binding in both cases is simply 
edited via the binding properties and requires 
no coding.

„Visibility“-expressions allow to change pro-
perties dynamically saving many lines of code 
that would be needed otherwise.

Visibility expressions can be edited using  
intellisense:



THE CONTROLS Controls
TimeLine® Framework controls 
are „data aware“. That means 
that they automatically support 
one- or two-way-binding to 
any field or table in the data-
set. Binding does not require 
coding.

Besides the typical simple 
controls, TimeLine® Developer 
adds many data-aware com-
plex controls such as datagrid, 
calendar, calendarView, gantt, 
chart, etc. Special purpose  
controls include slider and 
wizard to move between  
„pages“ of  grouped fields 
 or bindable graphic status 
indicators.

Controls fire specific data- 
aware events that allow for 
data-checking and -updating – 
giving your application a state-
of-the-art usability-experience. 

Example: all value controls offer 
the following two events

• ItemChanging (possibility 
to cancel the value before it 
is being propagated to the 
data layer)

• ItemChanged (called when 
the value has been defini-
tely changed)



The IDE
Coding can be done in either the integrated intellisense-based IDE or in Visual Studio – or both.

The TimeLine® IDE offers faster turnaround times between coding and testing since you can directly 
start the module you work on without further ado - just press „RUN“. Simply switch to Visual Studio 
anytime for more powerful debugging and coding-features and come back later.

The combination of both IDEs gives you the unparalleled productivity of TimeLine® Developer 
without sacrificing any functionality of Visual Studio: TimeLine® Developer is 100% Visual Studio 
compatible!

TimeLine® Developers‘ solution explorer allows direct creation & navigation of all typical events.

THE IDE



Code-Editor: Intellisense-based coding

Solution-Explorer: Navigates and creates classes, windows, objects and events directly by  
doubleclicking.

Code Generators: Template-business objects and -window-handlers as well as transparent typed 
datasets are generated for you - just fill in your business logic. TimeLine® IDE adds productivity 
features without taking away the freedom and flexibility of a native Visual Studio environment.

Visual Studio compatibility: TimeLine® Developer creates solution- and project files automatically 
for mixed development in both IDEs.

Code & Run: Unparallelled productivity through TimeLine® Developers‘ „Code And Run“ techno-
logy: compile, build, log-in and run with just a single button. Out-run your competition: just press 
„RUN“.

Further Framework Features
The TimeLine® Framework delivers valuable functionality that saves time and ressources on your 
side:

Checkpoints: Our dataset framework supports checkpoints to restore to a previous (uncommited) 
state if the user cancels editing;

Logging: Logging framework, where all the messages, warnings and errors are stored;

Embedded SQL: embedded sql queries (with results being single value, single row or an entire 
table)

Offline framework: Offline-sync-framework for editing business objects offline and synchronizing 
them later against the centralDB.



Functional Matrix BIToolkit Developer

Database-Designer · ·
SQL-Designer · ·
DataSet-Designer · ·
Reportgenerator (List & Label) · ·
Window-Designer ·
integrated development environment (IDE) ·
data-aware controls extended controls  
(e.g. calendar, gantt, chart, wizard, datagrid, etc.) ·
automated code generators for transparent typed datasets, business objects (BOs), 
window-handlers (WHOs) and events. ·
Code-Editor with Intellisense ·

built-in features of applications created with TimeLine® Developer and TimeLineFramework:

multi-language ·
multi-user, multi-DB ·
2-tier (LAN) or 3-tier (www) (also in mixed mode) ·
customizing at runtime ·
state-of-the-art UI-themes (WPF) ·
encrypted client-server communication ·

optional features (require runtime-licenses for server):

mailserver (inbound (IMAP, POP), outbound (SMTP)) ·
document-management (DMS) featuring: DMS-viewer-control, barcode-OCR, managed directories, 
DMS-importing service, mail-import-service ·
calendaring service (CALDAV) ·
server-side business objects (SSBO) service ·

Technical Details:

programming language C#.net

user interfaces WPF or HTML5

operating systems Windows 7 or newer (.net 4.6.1)

communication WCF, AES-encrypted

dialog language english (TimeLineDeveloper ist only available in english)

databases Sybase SQL-Anywhere (more planned

Controls (containers) Crosstab, DataGrid, DataPanel, DockTab, GroupBox, LRTree, 
TabControl, Wizard

Controls (basics)
BlueArrow, Button, CheckBox, ComboBox, GroupControl, 
Image, Label, LookupGrid, PasswordBox, RadioButtons, Sear-
chBox, TextBox

Controls (extended) Calendar, Chart, DateDispoArt, DateFilter, DMSPanel, FilePre-
view, Gantt, Gauge, GridSplitter, RTFText, RTFTextSwitch



JUST 
PRESS 

RUN
TimeLine Business Solutions Group
HQ: Gebauer GmbH
Obere Dammstraße 8 - 10
42653 Solingen
Germany

+49 212 230 35 0
info@timeline.de


